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exprobico - The experts for career, training and competence
probico mini-check

- probico-check - is context-specific and largely individualised for specific requirements
- multi-dimensionally cross-linked with its questions and tasks and always linked with multiple competences
- probico-check - is built up from a source of more than one hundred competences in the exprobico system
- probico-check generated from approximately five thousand questions, tasks and scenarios
- conclusions about competences can be drawn from the kind of questions and the results (dynamic exprobico - database)
- database is continuously validated
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New Skills
- Data Analysts
- Data Diagnostics Experts
- Data Translators
- Data Transformers
- Data Logistics and Security Specialists

Given Competencies
- Whole Thinking Approach
- Cross Boundary Networking
- Collaboration and Communication
- Interdisciplinary Teamwork
- Decision Making on the Spot

People Business
- Enabling Social Performance
- Adapting to Users
- Creating Sustainability all over the World
- Understanding English
- Cutting Fears
Thank you

And enjoy your new leadership role for transformation!
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